Logo retrieval in real-world scenarios has numerous potential applications in computer vision. Due to occlusion, illumination , non-rigid distortion and other reasons, the accuracy of feature matching in natural images is far lower than that in the print objects. For such a challenging task, a lot of papers have conducted very fruitful work. The algorithm finds approximate matching points in the images by locality sensitive hashing algorithm. Given matched points' position information, matched points are divided into several groups. With RANSAC algorithm, each group of matched points are divided into inlier points set and outlier points set, the candidate windows of logos can be mapped. Finally by calculating the representation error score of overlapping candidate windows, the lower score regions are eliminated, and the higher score regions are remained. The result of experiment shows that our approach can effectively locate more than one logo areas in an image, improving the recall of retrieval. And it also improves the mean Average Precision scores greatly by sorted files with representation error score.
Introduction

Logos, as design patterns, have significant visual effect different from natural
International Symposium on Computers & Informatics (ISCI 2015) images. They are designed to promote brands, and represent the different commoditiesand services. Identification and location of logos in images is the basis of variety applications, including image understanding, intelligent navigation, target recognition, product positioning etc. At present, it is still a very challenging task, especially in natural images, such as retrieving the NIKE logo on our clothes. And due to occlusion, illumination, partial occlusion and non-rigid distortion, it is difficult to locate and identify a logo accurately.
There are several methods that focus on the logo retrieval, which can be divided into two categories: supervised learning method and unsupervised learning method. By using supervised learning algorithm, [1] [2] [3] extract image features from annotated database, construct model function, and then get the optimal parameters of the model, finally recognize logos and locate them. But the cost of manual annotated database is too expensive. What's more, it has no extendibility. New logos can't be found which are not in the training set. Therefore, many papers use unsupervised learning method. [4] extracts SIFT features of images, which are more accurate in searching nearest neighbor for SIFT feature is invariant in scale and rotation. Given feature points' coordinate, RANSAC algorithm [5] is used to locate the logos area. [6] divides all query feature points into positive set and negative set, and then all feature points on images are abeled positive and negative by a distance function using query feature set, finally logo areas are located by branch-and-bound searching method. [7] aims to search vehicle logo regions in the images, which are approximately above the license plates as a priori knowledge. Given logos coarse regions, saliency maps are generated, which are help to searching the exact regions with the maximum information theory.
However those algorithms of logo retrieval ignore the important fact that logo is an artificial design, which is full of edges corners, and is significant different to its background. So the representation error of the logo area must be much greater than that of the background area, if the encoder is learned from the background image mainly. The average representation error can be noted as criterion on which to sort candidate windows. The higher the score, the greater the difference between candidate window and background, and the more accurate the candidate window is.
Our algorithm has following advantages: (1) All candidate windows can be found. All the nearest neighbor feature points in an image are divided into several groups by using cluster analysis. Every group is mapped to a candidate window, which is help to improve the recall of query, especially there are more than one logo in an image. (2) The candidate window positioning inaccurate can be eliminated. All the candidate windows are sorted by average representation error score, which is accord with human cognition and for those regions overlap almost, our algorithm remains the highest score one. (3) This algorithm is more suitable for small logo retrieval. Because training sample must be extract from image during studying self-taught encoder, the probability of the small logo in image as sample must be small, so the average represent error score of small logo must be higher.
Locating candidate windows
Since SIFT feature is scale and rotate invariant, there are a lot of image feature matching algorithms using SIFT or SIFT like features to represent images. While in experiment, there are great differences for the same logo in different backgrounds. For example, the number of feature points in the areas of adidas logo in the flickrlogo dataset [8] varied from 13 to 10297, and there are only 10% images have more than 3 feature points matched each other. So the location of logo area in the rest images is a problem for having no enough matched points. On the other hand, there are too many SIFT feature points need to match each other in most images, which is too time-consuming.
Locality-sensitive hashing algorithm is a fast and efficient method .It can find k nearest neighbors for query features in high dimensions and in large datasets. But the k nearest neighbors are not the most exact nearest points, they include inliers and outliers. As fig.1 , outliers can be eliminated by RANSAC algorithm, and the affine transformation matrix calculated is help to map the candidate window.
Figure1. Given matched feature point pairs, the template is mapped to the target using RANSAC algorithm. The point labeled as a black triangle is the outlier point, which can be eliminated by RANSAC algorithm.
Most of the time, there are more than one logo exist in an image. The feature points matched belonged to different logo areas must have different affine transformation matrixes accordingly. As fig. 2 , one affine transformation matrix vs. several affine transformation matrixes. One affine transformation mapping all feature points to a logo area,which is labeled by dotted rectangle in fig. 2 , is bound to lead missed or wrong detection. Dividing feature points to several groups and mapping them to different candidate windows will increase the recall of the retrieval, which is labeled by dashed rectangle in fig. 2 . 
Sorting the candidate windows
A self-taught encoder neural network [9] is an unsupervised learning algorithm that applies backpropagation, setting the target values to be equal to the inputs. The self-taught encode tries to learn a function , so as to output that is similar to the input x. In other words, it is trying to learn an approximation to the identity function, with constraints on the neural network which limiting the number of hidden units and limiting the number of hidden units actived. Subject to these constraints, the self-taught encoder worked as human mind, is sensitized to the edges of images, and keep high compression ratio.
Self-taught encoder learning algorithm samples patches from images themselves randomly. With no doubt, the representation error is greater if the representing object has great difference from the sample patches. Normally, the logo area in the images is smaller than the background, so the sample patches come from background mostly. And because the appearance of the logo is different significantly from background, the representation error of the logo area is greater than that of the background. As fig. 3 , the patches which representation error greater than the threshold(max representation error's 0.6 times) is plotted. All the plotted patches are centered on the logos area and edges area. So, for almost overlapping candidate windows, the average representation error is the discriminatecriterion. The lower score regions are eliminated, the higher score regions are remained. For all candidate windows of one logo query, the result can be sorted by average representation error score inversely in order to achieve higher mean Average Precision score.
Framework
The framework of our logo retrieval algorithm includes following steps: Step1: Find k matched point pairs for the query logo using E 2 LSH [10] algorithm;
Step2: Cluster analysis for feature points matched. In an image, if there are more than 3 matched feature points, divide the feature points into several groups using cluster analysis by their positions. The number of the groups is less then s, s . Step3: Geometric positioning. Given s groups of feature points pairs, s affine transformation matrixes are calculated by using RANSAC algorithm. Finally, the s candidate windows are mapped.
Step4: Select and sort candidate windows. For overlapping mostly candidate windows in an image, we remain the highest average representation error score windows and elimate the lower rest windows. And finally we sort all the candidate windows of a query logo.
Experiment and result
We test our algorithm on the challenging BelgaLogos dataset, which is composed of 10,000 images covering all aspects of life and current affairs. All images are resized with a maximum value of height and width equal to 800 pixels, preserving aspect ratio. A given image can contain one or several logos or no logo at all. The location of the logo have been manually annotated in the groundtruth file. There are 26 differents logos and 55 internal queries which compose the query pool Qset1. After feature extraction, the entire dataset results in a total of 24,172,440 SIFT points. And the query pool Qset1 is composed of 3308 SIFT points.
In experiment, number of nearest neighbor k is set to50, which is different to [4] k=500. Thus, the recall is lower and precision is greater than those in [4] . The maximum of the number of groups s is set to 6. The expansion threshold is set to 20 for the fixed threshold method as [4] . There are 5 logos' result which are not included in the total score. These 5 logos are Eleclerc，Peugeot，Roche， StellaArtois，VRT, whose position in Qset1 are not according to the groundtruth file.
Table1mAP of All logos in Qset1 Table 1 gives the mean Average Precision scores of the baseline and our algorithm. The result show that the mAP is consistently higher for most queries with up to 10% improvements. Table 2 gives the recall of the two methods. Our method can deal with the scenarios that contain more than one logos in an image. Using cluster analysis, more candidate windows can be found which improve the recall of retrieval.
Some results of different logo retrieval have been shown in fig. 4 . Figure 4 some results of logo retrieval in BelgaLogos dataset
Conclusion
Logo retrieval in natural images is a challenging problem in computer vision. We test our algorithm on the challenging BelgaLogos dataset,the result show our method can effectively locate more than one logo in an image, and by using average representation error of self-taught encoder, our method is effective to improvethe recall and precision of retrieval superior to existing method.
